CALLING FOR VALUATION EXPERTS

Dear Colleagues

The World Association of Valuation Organisations (WAVO) was established to bring together professional valuation organisations that represent valuers and related property consultants employed in private practice, business and industry, the public sector, and education, as well as some specialised groups that interface frequently with the profession. Member country associations include the Singapore Institute of Surveyors and Valuers (SISV), Appraisal Institute from United States (AI), the Appraisal Institute of Canada (AIC), Property Institute of New Zealand (PINZ), the China Appraisal Society (CAS), China Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and Agents (CIREA), Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors (HKIS), Korean Appraisers Board (KAB), Korea Association of Property Appraisers (KAPA), Institute of Government Approved Valuers of India (IGAV), International Association of Consultants, Valuators and Analysts (IACVA), the Consiglio Nazionale Geometri e Geometri Laureati (CNG) (Italy), Dubai Real Estate Regulatory Agency (RERA), the National Association of Romanian Valuers (ANEVAR), NEBB Institute (NEBB), Vietnamese Valuation Association (VVA), Hoang Quan Appraisal Firm (HQA) and Southwest Information and Appraisal Corporation (SIAC).

One of the objectives of WAVO is to support the consistent application of valuation standards, methodologies, and practice, and to set criteria for educational standards and to raise the professional work of valuers. In the course of our operation, WAVO has been consulted every often on the kinds of expertise available among our member organisations. As part of our move to provide useful advice and consultancy to clients and organisations who need such advice and assistance, the WAVO Board has decided to gather a list of experts in the valuation field in the world, the equivalent of the WHO’s WHO’s in valuation. The main purpose is to provide a pool of international experts in various aspects of the valuation field.

We are now compiling a list of such experts in various fields for publication in our website to assist organisations and clients who need advice on a particular topic in their countries and elsewhere. From our investigations and references given by practitioners in the field, your name has been mentioned. We are inviting you to join this panel of WAVO experts or if you know of anyone who is interested to join us, could you kindly respond as soon as possible. Please complete the form attached. We look forward to hearing from you.

If you need further information, you can contact me or Janet Han at janet@wavoglobal.org.

Regards

Dr Lim Lan Yuan
Executive President, WAVO
Enc
CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

WAVO VALUATION EXPERTS

Personal Details

Name ____________________________ Gender ______

Date of Birth ___________ Citizen ______________________

Contact No ___________ Email __________________________

Designation/Organisation ______________________________________

Address

____________________________________________________________________

Year of experience in real estate __________ years

Qualifications (academic and professional):

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

(*Please attach CV)

Specialty and Expertise (please tick):

☐ Assets valuation __________________________

☐ Intangible asset valuation __________________________

☐ Plants and machinery valuation __________________________

☐ Valuation standards __________________________

☐ Agricultural valuation __________________________

☐ Green valuation __________________________

☐ Mass valuation __________________________

☐ Investment analysis __________________________

☐ Specialised property (to specify) __________________________

☐ Others (please state) __________________________

[ Please fax to 65-6225 2453 or email to janet@wavoglobal.org ]